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CHAPTEB I Introduction

l. The aim and scooe of this research

Computational Theoretical Chemistrg is a research area which, as far as
electronic structure problems are concerned, encompasses essentiallg the
development of theoroticallg sound, get computationallg feasible quantum
mechanical models for atoms, molecules and the solid state. Research carried
out in this area consists of three closelg connected parts : the development of
theorg, the design and construction of efficient algorithms and computer
codes and the performance of state of the art applications. In line with the
growth in computational power the models emploged show a continuous
refinement while also the area of aDplications is shifting from small
molecules built from first and second row elements to larger sgstems,
including (pieces of) proteins and large molecular clusters (solid state
models).
A combination of both, sgstems which are intrinsicallg large and the need for
a refined moclel, occurs where heavg atoms, i.e. atoms with high nuclear
charges are involved in the target sgstem. The need for this refinement lies in
the fact that the high nuclear charges are the source of such strong potentials
that the most tightlg bound electrons possess energies which are no longer
small compared to their rest mass energu m6c2 (8.l8724oxlo-t4J = lB77B.87l
au). The finiteness of the velocitg of light should lherefore be taken into
consideration explicit lg, which introduces so called relativist ic effects. Or
rather it manifests the non-relativitg defects of a non-relativistic model. In
particular the rare-earth elements, which have been subject of investigation in
the Theoretical Chemistrg group of the Universitg of Groningen [l] can be
considered heavg in this sense. Van Piggelen concluded [2] that further analgsis
of the influence of the relativistic effects should be carried out first, before
other refinements of the applied model are introduced.
The incorporation of relativistic effects in the non-relativistic models has
been worked out theoreticallg and from several points of view [3,4] but as
will be shown their implementation in existing programs or algorithms is far
from trivial if at all possible. Moreover it is far from elegant to proceed along
this wag even when the relativistic effects are dominant. lt therefore sspms
worthwhile, if not natural, to start from a relativistic model based on the
Dirac equation [5].
For the moment bgpassing the theoretical traps of the modification of Dirac's
equation into a mang particle equation, one is left with two tgpes of



problems. First lg, the problems related to the nature of Dirac's equation (with
its unbounded spectrum) and secondlg those related to the mang particle
aspect of the model. In quantum chemistrg the problems arising in the
apDlication of the usual manu part icle models are dominated bU the
computational aspects of the particle-particle interaction and considerable
know-how exists in attacking this kind of problem. lt is theref ore not
surprising that in earlg attempts to solve the result ing relativist ic equations
the emphasis was on the interaction part rather than on the proper nature of
Dirac's equation, which conseguentlg appeared to dominate the outcome.
This was more or less the status quo when the investigations described in this
thesis where set up. A major source of inspiration to apDroach the problem bU
straightforward "Hartree-Fock-Dirac" theorg to the extent possible came from
the Nato Advanced Studg lnstitute on "Relativistic Effects in Atoms, flolecules
and Solids" that lattended. This lnsti tute was held under the inspir ing
direction of Professor G.L. llalli in Vancouver 8.C., Canada,l9Sl and the idea's
of dr. F. llark and Professor W.H.E. Schwarz, subject of chapter 1V.4, were
presented there bg the latter.
The aim of this research is to incorporate relativistic effects in proper model
calculations on molecules bg using Dirac's equation from the outset. Several
arguments are in favour of this approach. ln addition to ths aspects mentioned
earlier the method described in this work can be considered as the relativistic
version of what is commonlg referred to as the ab nitb LCAO-NO-SCF
method. The term ab initio in this context means that given the hamiltonian of
the sgstem, the onlg approximations to its eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are
due to the use of a truncated basis set expansion. No a priori adjustments in
order to reproduce experimantal data are emploged in the model and of course
one must make sure that the approximate solutions converge as a function of a
truncation parameter. Whether or not molecular sgstems are modalled
sufficientlg well bg the hamiltonians defined in the subsequent chapters is
quite another though not unimportant subject.
Rigorous mathematical proofs and fundamental phgsical issues concerning
relativistic mang-particle sgstems are begond the scope of this thesis which
is primarilg focussed on the ultimate applicabilitg of the methods described
in it. Given the initial state of development in this research area it was
necessaru to devote much time to the investigation of what sloppilu became
called the Dirac one-elsctron problem. The remainder of the thesis is devoted
to a discussion of mang electron sgstems and the first "kineticallg balanced"
all  electron Hartree-Fock-Dirac calculations on non-l inear molecular sustems.
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